Love, Holiness & Rapture... Are you ready?
Excerpt of the Lord's Message to Clare 'Are you ready for the Rapture' from October 5, 2015
The Lord says... “Your Rapture will be irrefutable proof that I AM and I am a rewarder of those who diligently
seek Me.”
“This will be a sign to those left behind that I have gone to prepare a place for them, as well. And though they
face the guillotine, they will be consoled that this Vale of Tears has finally come to its end and they are forever
free of the encumbrances of their bodies. This will sustain many until the very moment of their departure. This
will be a sign, too, that I AM real – to their executioners. Many executioners will quickly follow in their footsteps
when conviction engulfs them in the reality of Who I Truly Am.”
“Now, down to the brass tacks. There are still some among you who have chosen to go on living in sin and
hoping I will take you in the Rapture. My Brides and potential Brides, you must break with sin. Many of you still
do not connect with your status in sin.”
(Clare) Lord, what about Your Mercy?
“Mercy is for those who are unaware or so weak their every attempt fails. I am addressing those of you who
think as the world thinks, and approve behaviors that the world approves – thinking in error that I am in
agreement with them. But I am not. Therefore, be holy, because I am holy.”
“As obedient children, do not conform to the evil desires you had when you lived in ignorance. But just as he
who called you is holy, so be holy in all you do; for it is written: “Be holy, because I am holy.” 1 Peter 1
“There are some who still refuse to marry the one they are living with. You are fornicating. Convenience has
taken precedence over righteousness. Without righteousness your soul is hanging over the abyss let alone the
privilege of being Raptured. Is it worth it, dear one? Are you ready to find yourself in the fires of hell because
you refused to do the right thing?”
“What good does the knowledge of the Scriptures and your devotions do for you, if you are condemned with
the unbelievers for your behavior. Some of you are playing with fire, thinking, ‘I’ll go just this far and no further.’
Do you know you entered into sin with the first kisses? Greet one another with a holy kiss, yes. But indulging
your pleasures without crossing the line IS crossing the line in My Book. Keep your thoughts, your glances,
utterly pure and brotherly/sisterly. Do not fan the flames and think you are innocent. Do not put off your
conversion until tomorrow; tomorrow is not guaranteed to you.”
“Why am I speaking so harshly with the one I love? Because I love you and do not wish for you to lose every
thing you could have gained if only you had protected yourself and been on guard. You have come this far;
don’t lose it all. Avoid every occasion of sin. Do not be lured into a position where you can lose control. Keep
everything pure and above board.”
“Do not steal. Do not pad expenses, cut corners or falsify information to get what you want. It is indeed the
little foxes that spoil the vine. Be on your guard, because your opponent is continually studying your
movements to see where you are vulnerable.”
“Do not lie, do not misrepresent, do not twist the words of others to suit your agenda. I abhor a false witness
and frequently turn them over to various trials to be sifted by the devils.”
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“Do not beat your fellow servant. Treat your wife, your husband as your own flesh; defer to one another in
sincere and heartfelt love. Put off haughty and disparaging looks, disrespectful behavior. Humble yourselves
and I will lift you up. Wives obey your husband’s desires even in those things not spoken. Husbands be tender
and gentle, forbearing and forgiving your wives who very often do not speak openly of their burdens, but carry
much in their commitments to you.”
“Do not expose yourself to unseemly behavior in music, movies and entertainment. To watch sin is to
participate in it. At the very least, you are endorsing and supporting it. Better that your eyes, your heart and
your mind should never, ever be subjected to this.”
As it is written…
I will walk with integrity of heart within my house; I will not set before my eyes anything that is worthless. A
perverse heart shall be far from me; I will know nothing of evil. Whoever slanders his neighbor secretly I will
destroy. Whoever has a haughty look and an arrogant heart I will not endure. He who walks in the way that is
blameless shall minister to Me. No one who utters lies shall continue before my eyes. Psalm 101:2-7
“Now that you know these things, happy will you be if you do them. I am going to admonish you not to overreact to this message. If you are in sin, get out of it. My Spirit has many times visited you with warnings; now is
no time to mess around or be lazy.”
“No one is guaranteed another day on this Earth. Tomorrow may be your last. Reform your life now; do not put
it off. Again I say to you, do not put it off!”
“Those whom the Lord loves, He chastises. Do not twist what I have said and make a blanket of condemnation
for yourself. If you are in sin, you know it well. The rest of you Dear ones, who have fought the good fight and
removed yourselves from occasions of sin; you who have suffered loneliness rather than continue on in
fornication – you have paid a great price, and great also is your reward in Heaven.”
“Those of you who refuse to lie to the government, refuse to bear false witness – well done. I say to you. It
may have cost you some great earthly good, but what does it profit you to gain the whole world and lose your
very own soul? You may be poorer for it, but you have chosen what was right.”
“Those of you who have kept yourselves clean from defilements in the world – well done, I say to you. You
have followed the delicate leadings I’ve placed in your conscience. I am happy in your heart, and find great
solace there.”
“Those of you who have been the victims of gossip, slander and evil men, yet have prayed for them with
sincere intention from the Heart – you very much resemble Me in My Crown of Thorns. I will have no trouble
recognizing you at the Rapture.”
***
Excerpt of the Lord's Message to Clare 'Time is short... Some are prepared' from October 28, 2015
Jesus began... “Time is very short, dearly loved ones. I am still coming to get you soon and some of you are
still not prepared. I have spoken over and over again about what you must do. Especially avoid sexual
immorality. Do you understand, it is a sin, it will take your soul to Hell. You must break with sin. What you have
been taught in the world is in error and conditioning you for the fires of Hell. Do you think I say that lightly? I do
not.”
“Your consciences are NOT properly formed. Sleeping with someone other than your wife or husband is a sin,
and some of you keep on sinning. Please, stop this behavior. Please get serious with Me. If you truly Love Me,
you will obey Me. Break with sin, now. Do not put off another day.”
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“Yes, I am coming soon. Some of you are ready, in fact some are more than ready and you are forming others
in the right way to go. Well done! I say to you. It has cost you dearly, but you have been firmly established in
righteousness and others are following your example.”
“Continue on and remain vigilant, you will not be totally safe until I take you Home with Me. Lead others, impart
to them what I have imparted to you. They are watching you, they are following you, and you are bringing forth
fruit for the Kingdom. I will soon say to you, “Well done. Enter into your Master’s joy!”
“Others among you have finally broken free from the love of money and man. You have grown to despise this
world and I am preparing you for Heaven as well. Do not think the changes in your character are not noticed.
They are, especially by your relatives. Yes, they see the changes and they wonder, ‘Perhaps they are right
about God in their lives, after all.’ Yes, your light is shining and drawing all men to Me.”
“Well done. Continue in your good resolve and do not allow yourself to slide backwards. There is little time left,
hold onto the good, continue to weed the garden of your heart. There is a great reward awaiting you in My
Kingdom.”
***
Excerpt of the Lord's Message to Ezekiel 'Some of you are still on the Fence' from February 8, 2016
The Lord began... “So many complaining, so few give thanks. So many ungrateful, so few appreciate. I am
tired and weary from so much indifference in the world. So many, many souls pursuing their flesh and the
comforts thereof. With pride and vanity they assail Me. And selfishness knows no bounds when it comes to
crushing the lives of the poor.”
“Beloved, it has long wearied My Father, far and beyond the point of remedy. Who will console this heart, so
full of Love and Compassion? Yet so rejected and scorned among this generation. I tell you, the Cup of
Perdition is full to overflowing. That is why My Father has sent Me to fetch My Bride, so that She who has
been so faithful would not have to endure the overwhelming stench of the rotting corpses that will fill the
streets and cities of your country.”
“I count on you, My Brides, to watch with a sharp eye and be ready when your Bridegroom comes for you. Do
not be caught unawares, but keep your lamps trimmed and filled. Pull yourselves out of the world now, lest you
be as Lot’s wife, looking back. It is just that serious. For some of you are still straddling the fence. You stand to
lose everything if you continue to compromise and the Day spring upon you like a trap. There will be no last
minute chances, for the day and the hour are swiftly coming. And woe to you whom the Master finds
preoccupied with the world upon His return. You may yet be saved, but as one going through the fire.”
***
Excerpt of the Lord's Message to Clare 'Your Tomorrow is not guaranteed from April 11, 2015
Jesus says... “These times are the times that will separate the wheat from the chaff. Those that are sincere
from those who are in it for personal advantage. If you have been alive in Me and you join ranks with others for
selfish advantage, your heart becomes darkened and closer to death. Yes, you can look quite alive in your
body and be dead inside, compromised to a point near to the death of your soul.”
“My Children, I do not judge you on your performance, but your motive, the purity of your heart, the love you
put into each action. That is what shall be weighed in the balance when you arrive here.”
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“Some of you listening to this will come before the Judgment Seat, where all your works, good and bad, will be
exposed and your fate for eternity will be determined. To you I say, you are facing choices in this very moment
that will determine the rest of your journey, your life path – whether you will live a life of virtue or a life of sin,
whether you will serve Me or serve the Devil, whether you will die in virtue or die in sin.”
“I am coming back. This is no time to play with fire. This is no time to compromise. Rather this is the time to
renounce and repent of your sins and compromises. This is a time to embrace brotherly love, extend a hand of
help, live for the good of others, not for your own advantage. This is a critical season. Many of you listening will
be facing physical death this year. If you are not right with Me, come, come to My loving arms and though your
sins be as scarlet I will wash them white as snow.”
“You are not guaranteed life tomorrow. Yet Heaven and Hell lie directly before you. Choose this day who you
will serve, and if it is Me, you have only to ask for the strength to break from your sinful past, and I will enfold
you in My arms with great compassion and forgiveness. However, if you choose to continue on in your sinful
ways, I have warned you, death is at the door and your tomorrow is not guaranteed. Do not sell your souls for
a trifle.”
“Repent, break with sin, come to Me. I will restore you and rebirth you into life eternal, fully equipped to live a
holy life, from the inside out.”
“I am here for you. Come.”
***
Excerpt of the Lord's Message to Clare 'The sweet Aroma of Holiness' from May 24, 2016
Jesus began... “So many of you, My children, are highly pleasing to Me. The sweet aroma of holiness exudes
from you. Yes, there is a fragrance about a soul that continually yields to Me. It is sweet and comforting to Me.”
“So many, I can’t even get close to. The poison of rancor is so intense I cannot stand to be close. See to it, all
My People, that the odor of rancor does not proceed from your thoughts. Yes, the activity of your brain
emanates this fragrance. When it is sweet, it is as if I were walking through a well-kept garden. When it is
noxious, it is the odor of death and decaying flesh. You can hardly understand how terribly bad it is.”
“Hold on. Hold on to the gifts I’ve given you. Hold on to the anointings, hold on to the dreams and visions, hold
on to our tender times together. Hold on, hold on. Do not let the enemy come in and drag you into unbelief.”
“He is cruising to steal from you through anger, bitterness, resentment and foolish fears. When you feel those
things rising in your emotions, it is the enemy stealing from you. He wants to take away your sweetness, your
presence with Me, and the overflow I fill you with.”
“He loves to incite anger to drain you before you can even begin your day or finish a project or your prayers.
He loves to lie in your ear, cause you to erupt into anger or fear and then drain you of all you had planned for
the day and you run off to tend to these decoys. He is very clever and he knows which buttons to push,
because his agents, the demons, are forever observing you and taking notes.”
(Clare) Interesting again that Jesus should bring this up, because I had a day like that. I had two days in a row
like that, where I lost my temper, and it just totalled me for the whole day. I don’t know how it is with you, guys,
but when I get upset, my energy just drains out of me and I’m left limping along for the rest of the day, instead
of being able to move forward. Then I have to deal with guilt, because I indulged my impatience and judgment.
The Lord continued… “What you are describing, My Love, is exactly how Satan kills, steals and destroys. He
causes misunderstandings, then anger, alienation, judgment, guilt and at the end of this long string of
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involuntary reactions, you have lost the initiative and peace for the rest of the day. To do something truly
productive in the Kingdom of God.”
“Be aware of how he works through his minions, dear family. Be aware and nip it in the bud. Cry out to Me,
‘Jesus, deliver me from evil!’ And I will come to your aid. This does take self-control and discipline. The ways
in which these two, moderating dynamics are compromised deliberately by the plans of the enemy are
exhaustion and time constraints or deadlines. You feel as though you must get it done by whatever time and
when interruptions and distractions come, you become tense and resentful. When you are tired, you’re not
thinking straight. Fear, pain, endless interruptions, if they are allowed, are used to drain you. Then you make
bigger mistakes and have to repent and spend more time in damage control, pushing you further away from
your goal.”
“Be aware, My children. Be aware! Your enemy is so clever. But if you stay in My Love – always patient,
always forgiving, refusing to judge, understanding that I am allowing these things to temper and test you in
virtue. If you continuously keep before you the vision of Me being in control of every one of these things, I can
return your peace to you before it robs you of your day.”
“I bless you now with fortitude, patience and temperance. Hold on to the good things I’ve entrusted to you. Let
no one steal them from you.”
***
The Lord's Message to Clare 'God & Sanctity or yourself & Mediocrity' from June 18, 2016
The Lord began... “Precious souls, if you are holding up a veneer for the world to see, you are defeating the
entire purpose of your life. I created you to shine and be a light to the nations, but you will never fulfill your
purpose if your light is buried beneath a stack of worldly laurels. I need to get down deep, down to the quick of
your souls where I can build a foundation of holiness. On rock, not the shifting sands of this world that will be
stripped from you at death.”
“All that is of the world will come off and only who you are before Me and before Heaven will remain. This is
your eternity. Heaven is a very different place than Earth; what you could get away with on the Earth is starkly
obvious to those in Heaven. Only truth and the precious worth of your soul are seen and honored.”
“I died for you. Do you understand? The Blood of your God was sacrificed on the altar of Justice to cleanse
you from your sins. Nothing you could ever do or accumulate in this world – nothing – could ever compare with
the price of My Blood.”
“I did this, because your naked, raw soul is precious and adorable to Me. Everything from the world you pile on
to that, to give yourself value is defiling and robbing you of My light through your being. To keep the world’s
laurels, you must live by the world’s value system. The world is without spiritual light. The world is created
matter and lacks enduring significance. It is not the essence of life, but rather the essence of matter, which is
in a constant state of flux and deterioration.”
“So, when you live your life by the world’s standards you are walking in darkness, snuffing out your light and
reflecting that which is deteriorating and bound for death. Oh, highly precious souls, imprints of the God Who
created you, your worth is immeasurable! And nothing short of My death on the Cross can atone for your
wayward ways and bring you back into the Light of eternity.”
“What is needed from you is to walk in nakedness before man and God, that your light might shine. When you
discover My love for you and realize who you truly are in My presence, your value system changes
immediately. What was once highly prized is seen for what it is: unclean rags hanging from your body. Like a
leper, the contamination of the world smothers the light given you at conception.”
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“Open yourself to My Love. I am not like any man you have ever known; all are corrupt and lacking in authentic
love. When I love you I do not mix My love with earthly values. I look at the beauty and uniqueness of My
Father, whose substance formed you. And I long to redeem you from among this decaying world and have you
in Heaven with Me for eternity.”
“You have nothing to fear and nothing to hide from Me. Come to Me naked and I will clothe you in My
righteousness.”
***
The Lord's Message to Clare 'The Journey to Holiness' from September 9, 2016
Jesus began... “I only do what is necessary, to bring all of you around to a new holiness of life. The Fear of
God is the beginning of Wisdom. I take My role as God very seriously. When a soul cries out to Me to become
holy, consistently, I take them at their word and do whatever is necessary to bring them into that happy
estate.”
“Yes, it is a happy estate. It is a place of rest from striving, contamination, with a pure conscience. One that
can shoulder the gift of the cross imparted to them, without complaint. There is nothing more beautiful, more
exquisite to behold than a holy soul.”
“But getting there is an arduous journey and most stop only half-way. I am calling you all to go the full nine
yards with Me. Nothing in this world is worth having more than Me! And next after that, is a pure and holy
conscience which is not troubled by sin.”
“A soul who has chosen the vocation of holiness cannot afford to have any attachments but Me. Yes, love for
his neighbor; but preferences, opinions, wants, must all be aligned with what I am doing in their lives.”
(Clare) Jesus, I recognize that I have a terribly long way to go.
“This is true, but consider... you have chosen to be on the way. You have chosen to stay on the way and that
means everything to Me. Most souls quit very early on the path, because the world’s agenda pulls them away
from Me. They are not taught as young children the things that are most important. Rather, they are pulled in
every other direction: competition, popularity, affluence, power and prowess, beauty. All this, all these values
are worked into children very early in life as they observe their parents, who very often lead them in the paths
they wanted for their own lives, but failed to succeed at.”
“So, to have a soul ready to give up everything for My sake is a rare gift. I take them at their word and though
they have no idea of the cost involved, I lead them steadily up the mountain, sometimes even carrying them.
But there are junctures of reassessment. Times when the temptation to quit becomes very attractive, because
what is being asked of them is beyond what they are willing to give. Holding onto some fancy or idea brings
Me to a point where I must find another way to coax them to keep climbing. I do this, because I love you so
much. I know what you want at the end of your life and I want you to have it. So, I find ways to get you beyond
your protests and keep you climbing. It isn’t easy, but it’s rewarding. And nothing that is sacrificed is regretted
at the end of your journey.”
“So, for you right now, we are still climbing the mountain of brotherly love and learning to trust and yield to Me
on the journey. I am constantly expanding your faith and trust in Me. I know what you long for, Clare. I know
your reluctance, and I know you will yield.”
“Human nature is an inexplicable and inexhaustible well of conflicting emotions and thoughts competing for
dominance in your life. Yet, when I take over, I sort these out and make them work to the soul’s advantage.”
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“I have imparted so many dormant gifts to the soul at the beginning of their journey, they have no idea the
wonder of what lies hidden inside of them. Yet, it is My part to reveal to them and motivate them to pick up the
tools. But first, I must strengthen their frame, their moral and ethical frame, their love for Me and for others,
before I release them into their gifts.”
“It’s a tempering process and requires many trips through fire and ice. Yet the souls that say ‘yes’ at every
juncture of the journey, at the end, shine like diamonds illuminating a murky, grey world; bringing hope,
inspiration and a vision of Heaven because they are a likeness of Me.”
“It is a vastly immense concept. Only those who have graduated truly understand the journey. When you are in
the midst of it you can’t see more than a few feet ahead of you. But at the end, you see from My perspective
and the brilliant light you’ve shed from your earthly light.”
“And that light never goes out. It serves as a beacon to all who are searching for the Truth. That is truly what I
am calling you to be. Your accomplishments working with Me are secondary. What is truly important was the
character of your life. Not what you did, but who you became when you died to yourself.”
“So, My dear ones, I know this is difficult for you to grasp. All I can promise you is supreme happiness and
fulfillment at the end of the journey. You have My word on it. If you die in Me, you will be raised to eternal life
with Me.”
***
Excerpt of the Lord's Message to Clare 'Ascending the Mountain of Holiness' from October 7, 2016
Jesus began... “Now we are on a new leg of our journey to be detached more and more from created things.
And attached more and more to Me and to My heart of love for you. I know you have gone this way before, so
the journey will not be so difficult…but you are also older and have a different mindset now than you did in
those days.”
“But rather than causing confusion among My Heartdwellers, I want them to understand the rule of thumb that
will forever bring them closer and closer to Me.”
“Do everything from a motive of Love for Me.”
“Some of you have your lives cut out for you. You are raising children and have a husband or a wife. Others
are free and have serious choices to make: stay in the world and pursue wealth. Or leave the world behind to
it’s own doings – and pursue life. Follow Me.”
“I’m calling you to live a holy life no matter which life you choose. But if you choose holiness with great
consistency, you will find it increasingly hard to live in the world. That is why I am forever telling you who are
young on this channel to leave the world and join a mission effort. But you will have to come to Me and ask for
courage, because everyone will come against you in your decision.”
“This is truly what I want. But so few hearken to My heart. Even as a married family, pursuing missions, I call
you. If you have been brought together with your spouse by Me, you are equally yoked and may have a calling
to serve as missionaries, even with your children. I have told you this before. Some have obeyed and others
have left the channel. Many are called, few are chosen, and even fewer respond.”
“But as you put Me first in your lives, you will feel the anointing on every act you do out of the pure motive of
love. Seek these opportunities out. Even tending to the needs of your little ones out of Love for Me carries with
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it Heavenly graces. Teach your children also to do every act out of the motive of pure love. In the world they
are taught to compete, bu your home should be free of competition… and full only of love.
“In the world, you are taught to overpower others with your talents; in Heaven you are taught to be totally
yourself and shine as the unique soul I made you to be. That’s why everyone is continually helping one
another to become fully themselves. Each soul that blossoms into who they were meant to be is a wonderful,
fragrant surprise and the handiwork of My Father. How beautiful is the discovery of oneself when one has lived
under the tyranny of competition and deception their entire lives.”
“Love drowns out competition, because love is constantly giving. It has no interest in taking for itself.”
“Let everything you do have its source in Love, Heartdwellers. Do it as an act of love. The more it costs you,
the more fruit will come from it, the more you will ascend the mountain with Me. Do not forget to ask Me, ‘Lord,
I need Your help. I cannot do this on my own.'”
Unless you abide in the vine, you cannot bring forth fruit… John 15:5
“That is why you put Me first everyday so that I can prepare you for the days growth.”
***
Excerpt of the Lord's Message to Clare 'I want to speak to the Nation of America' from May 24, 2017
Jesus says... “Be ever so vigilant that, as your wealth increases, so do your good deeds to those who have no
recourse in this world but cry out to Me. Because you harken to those severely oppressed and suffering, I will
harken to you that your enemies do not have their way with you. But you must continue to remember the poor
in their destitution and train your children up in holy and unselfish ways, contributing to the welfare of the poor
as an act of mercy, daily, in their lives.”
“Yes, train your children in mercy and mercy shall be given you. Do not allow your children to bully or make fun
of the disadvantaged in their community and schools. Do not allow them to laugh at or taunt those who have
not and those with life-challenging handicaps. Teach your children to look out for them, even as your Father in
Heaven looks out for you. Then I shall protect them from the snares set to entangle and destroy them in their
youth.”
“Many traps are set for your children. The enemy makes their demise one of the most pressing of his agendas
and there is little you can do to protect them, besides prayer. But if you teach them to look out for the poor, to
be kind to the socially disadvantaged, to defend the rights of those who are mocked and hated. If you turn their
hearts to this kind of response, I will lead them away from these traps.”
“But if you see them as merely an extension of your life goals and envision them as selfishly pursuing a career
to your and their own benefit, and turning a deaf ear to the suffering – then they shall indeed be led into
captivity by your enemies. To the degree you train them in Mercy, to that degree will mercy be given them.”
“For too long, your agenda has been prosperity, and there are those among you, who, having attained that
prosperity, wish to go from money making success to the next money making success. And they roll their eyes
when donations to missions are called for. They are living on very dangerous ground for both themselves, their
marriages and children. I am calling you to repent and see to the needs of those around you. Then your light
shall arise like the noonday sun.”
“Open your hearts to the poor and see if I do not open Heaven’s windows to you … windows of graces and
provision for your souls to be enriched with the true riches.”
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